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lights the way to a better environment, now.
Good lighting is one of the most economic ways
of producing a better environment. The big
problem is to combine versatility with a high
light output.
Osram-G EC's widely-used and thoroughlyproven Solarcolour lamps achieve this to
perfection. They give out a golden-warm
, light with natural colour rendering and have a
guaranteed life of 4,000 hours (objective
average life 6,000 hours).
The Solarcolour range includes a series of
lamps that are direct plug-in replacements
for mercury lamps. This means that if you have
existing 250W or 400W mercury installations
. you can get allthe benefits of Solarcolour
by changing lamps and checking wiring.
, simply
The cable insulation between these lamps
and the controlswitch or cut-out must be PVC
or similar approved material.
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additional light

t<No need for additional control gear
i<Released mains capacity created
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Where to use Solarcolour
Because of their warm sunny light colour rendering and long life.
Solarcolour lamps can be used in almost every type of installation f aciories, warehouses, shoppi n g centres, streetl i g hti n g. sh i pyards.
sports arenas, high-bay and area floodlighting. ln fact, wherever a
welcoming, well lit atmosphere rs essential.

310W plug-in Solarcolour for maximum economy
Where maxìmum economy and the releasing of
mains energy for other uses is the prime
consideration choose the 3i 0W version. lt gives an
extra bonus of up to 47% extra light.
It should be used where the installatìon utilises a
tapped choke. Tapping should be set 10 volts
higher than the actual supply voltage. To achieve
.85 power f actor it may be necessary to add a small
additional capacitor to raise the value to 25 mfd.

360W plug-in Solarcolour for maximum light
increase
Where maximum increase of light output ìs the
maJor need ; up to 60% while still achievìnq a
reduction in wattage.
220W plug-in Solarcolour
The latest addition to the range - replacing the
250W mercury lamp.
No tapping change in the choke is necessary.
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Mercury

Mercury Lamp

Solarcolour

Lamp

Design Lumens

Design Lumens

Watts

Type

220

Clear Tubular

250W Ms/U

11

,000

19,000

220

Elliptical
D iff using

250W MBF/U

12,100

18.000

310

Clear Tubular

400w Me/u

20,000

32,000

310

Elliptical
Diffusing

400w MBF/U

21,700

30,000

360

Clear Tubular

4OOW MB/U

20.000

36.500

4OOW MBF/U

21,700

34.500

Elliptical
360
Diffusing
Objective average life 6,000 hours
lndividual lamp guarantee 4.000 hours

The types - physically same size as the
equ¡valent mercury lamp
Solarcolour SON - Elliptical
Diffusing - replaces an M BFlU
has similar optical characteristics
and will not disturb designed
light distr¡bution from lanterns
or f ittings.

Supplementary starting
The internal Solarcolour snap
starter is simple and reliable and
generally starts the lamp after
40 seconds. But for extra-rapid

start and re-start the

Solarcolour SON/T - Clear
Tubular- replaces \ABIU or
M BFlU if in diffusing fitting.
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and low repetition rate.

the Solarcolour range contact our Divisional Sales Managers
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designed for operation at -10'C
to 70'C ambient temperature,
and can be sited in lanterns or
fittings, or at a remote position.
It senses a failed lamp automatically and switches itself off
after about 2+ minutes. This
avoids the continuous radio
interference often experienced
with other starters.
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The starter generates a

voltage pulse of very short duration, in short bursts of energy

0perating pos¡t¡on
The shaded portion of the diagram shows the
position in which the lamp must not be mounted

20"

Osram

Electronic Starter OS175 may
be fitted externally on selected
lamps or a whole installation.

32 Victoria StÍeet. Br¡stol.
O212-26611 Telex 44633
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273a Donegal Road. Belfast

The information g¡ven above is typical and must not be considered a guaranlee of individual product pe.formance and /or characterist¡cs. The material
l¡sted in this publ¡cat¡on ¡s subject to the Company's terms of business and
condition of sale, a copy of which may be obta¡ned on request.
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